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TOPIC: What does it mean to be newborn of Spirit? 
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THE BIBLE (the Message translation) 
John 3 
1There was a man of the Pharisee sect, Nicodemus, a prominent leader among the Jews. 
2Late one night he visited Jesus and said, "Rabbi, we all know you're a teacher straight from God. No 
one could do all the God-pointing, God-revealing acts you do if God weren't in on it." 
3Jesus said, "You're absolutely right. Take it from me: Unless a person is born from above, it's not 
possible to see what I'm pointing to - to God's kingdom." 
4"How can anyone," said Nicodemus, "be born who has already been born and grown up? You can't 
re-enter your mother's womb and be born again. What are you saying with this 'born-from-above' 
talk?" 
5Jesus said, "You're not listening. Let me say it again. Unless a person submits to this original creation - 
the 'wind hovering over the water' creation, the invisible moving the visible, a baptism into a new life - 
it's not possible to enter God's kingdom. 
6When you look at a baby, it's just that: a body you can look at and touch. But the person who takes 
shape within is formed by something you can't see and touch - the Spirit - and becomes a living spirit. 
7"So don't be so surprised when I tell you that you have to be 'born from above' - out of this world, so to 
speak. 
8You know well enough how the wind blows this way and that. You hear it rustling through the trees, 
but you have no idea where it comes from or where it's headed next. That's the way it is with everyone 
'born from above' by the wind of God, the Spirit of God." 
9Nicodemus asked, "What do you mean by this? How does this happen?" 
10Jesus said, "You're a respected teacher of Israel and you don't know these basics? 
11Listen carefully. I'm speaking sober truth to you. I speak only of what I know by experience; I give 
witness only to what I have seen with my own eyes. There is nothing secondhand here, no hearsay. Yet 
instead of facing the evidence and accepting it, you procrastinate with questions. 
12If I tell you things that are plain as the hand before your face and you don't believe me, what use is 
there in telling you of things you can't see, the things of God? 
14In the same way that Moses lifted the serpent in the desert so people could have something to see 
and then believe, it is necessary for the Son of Man to be lifted up - 
15and everyone who looks up to him, trusting and expectant, will gain a real life, eternal life. 
16"This is how much God loved the world: He gave his Son, his one and only Son. And this is why: so 
that no one need be destroyed; by believing in him, anyone can have a whole and lasting life. 
17God didn't go to all the trouble of sending his Son merely to point an accusing finger, telling the 
world how bad it was. He came to help, to put the world right again. 
19"This is the crisis we're in: God-light streamed into the world, but men and women everywhere ran for 
the darkness. They went for the darkness because they were not really interested in pleasing God. 
20Everyone who makes a practice of doing evil, addicted to denial and illusion, hates God-light and 
won't come near it, fearing a painful exposure. 
21But anyone working and living in truth and reality welcomes God-light so the work can be seen for 
the God-work it is." 
I Peter 2 
1Make a clean sweep of malice and pretense, envy and hurtful talk. 
2Now, like infants at the breast, drink deep of God's pure kindness. Then you'll grow up mature and 
whole in God. 
3You've had a taste of God. 
4Welcome to the living Stone, the source of life 
5Present yourselves as building stones for the construction of a sanctuary vibrant with life, in which 
you'll serve as holy priests offering Christ-approved lives up to God. 
6 I'm setting a stone in Zion, a cornerstone in the place of honor. Whoever trusts in this stone as a 
foundation will never have cause to regret it. 



7To you who trust him, he's a Stone to be proud of, but to those who refuse to trust him, The stone the 
workmen threw out is now the chief foundation stone. 
8For the untrusting it's . . . a stone to trip over, a boulder blocking the way. They trip and fall because 
they refuse to obey, just as predicted. 
9But you are the ones chosen by God, chosen for the high calling of priestly work, chosen to be a holy 
people, God's instruments to do his work and speak out for him, to tell others of the night-and-day 
difference he made for you – 
11Friends, this world is not your home, so don't make yourselves cozy in it. Don't indulge your ego at the 
expense of your soul. 
12Live an exemplary life among the natives so that your actions will refute their prejudices. Then they'll 
be won over to God's side and be there to join in the celebration … 
Romans 6 
5Each of us is raised into a light-filled world by our Father so that we can see where we're going in our 
new grace-sovereign country. 
11From now on, think of it this way: Sin speaks a dead language that means nothing to you; God 
speaks your mother tongue, and you hang on every word. You are dead to sin and alive to God.   
Ps 36 
7How exquisite your love, O God! How eager we are to run under your wings, 
8To eat our fill at the banquet you spread  
9You're a fountain of cascading light, and you open our eyes to light. 
 
SCIENCE AND HEALTH WITH KEY TO THE SCRIPTURES 
By Mary Baker Eddy 
SH 241:13-14 
The Bible teaches transformation of the body by the renewal of Spirit. 
SH 547:23-548:8 
The Scriptures are very sacred. Our aim must be to have them understood spiritually, for only by this 
understanding can truth be gained. The true theory of the universe, including man, is not in  
material history but in spiritual development. Inspired thought relinquishes a material, sensual, and 
mortal theory of the universe, and adopts the spiritual and immortal. It is this spiritual perception of 
Scripture, which lifts humanity out of disease and death and inspires faith. "The Spirit and the bride say, 
Come! . . . and whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely." Christian Science separates error 
from truth, and breathes through the sacred pages the spiritual sense of life, substance, and 
intelligence. In this Science, we discover man in the image and likeness of God. We see that man has 
never lost his spiritual estate and his eternal harmony. 
SH 548:9-17 
How little light or heat reach our earth when clouds cover the sun's face! So Christian Science can be 
seen only as the clouds of corporeal sense roll away. Earth has little light or joy for before  
Life is spiritually learned. Every agony of mortal error helps error to destroy error, and so aids the 
apprehension of immortal Truth. This is the new birth going on hourly, by which men may entertain 
angels, the true ideas of God, the spiritual sense of being. 
SH 49:14-25 
The meek demonstrator of good, the highest instructor and friend of man, met his earthly fate alone 
with God. No human eye was there to pity, no arm to save. Forsaken by all whom he had  
blessed, this faithful sentinel of God at the highest post of power, charged with the grandest trust of 
heaven, was ready to be transformed by the renewing of the infinite Spirit. He was to prove that the 
Christ is not subject to material conditions, but is above the reach of human wrath, and is able, 
through Truth, Life, and Love, to triumph over sin, sickness, death and the grave. 
SH 74:8-12, 17-26, 29-30 
The seed which has germinated has a new form and state of existence. When here or hereafter the 
belief of life in matter is extinct, the error which has held the belief dissolves with the belief, and never 
returns to the old condition. The caterpillar, transformed into a beautiful insect, is no longer a worm, 
nor does the insect return to fraternize with or control the worm. Such a backward transformation is 
impossible in Science. Darkness and light, infancy and manhood,  
sickness and health, are opposites, — different beliefs, which never blend. Who will say that infancy 
can utter the ideas of manhood, that darkness can represent light, that we are in Europe when we are 



in the opposite hemisphere? In Christian Science there is never a retrograde step,  
never a return to positions outgrown. 
SH 232:32-233:7 
There is neither place nor opportunity in Science for error of any sort. Every day makes its demands 
upon us for higher proofs rather than professions of Christian power. These proofs consist solely in the 
destruction of sin, sickness, and death by the power of Spirit, as Jesus destroyed them. This is an 
element of progress, and progress is the law of God, whose law demands of us only what we can 
certainly fulfil.  
SH 73:26-30 
It is a grave mistake to suppose that matter is any part of the reality of intelligent existence, or that 
Spirit and matter, intelligence and non-intelligence, can commune together. This error Science will 
destroy. 
SH 191:4-17, 24-25 
As mortals give up the delusion that there is more than one Mind, more than one God, man in God's 
likeness will appear, and this eternal man will include in that likeness no material element. 
As a material, theoretical life-basis is found to be a misapprehension of existence, the spiritual and 
divine Principle of man dawns upon human thought, and leads it to "where the young child was,"  — 
even to the birth of a new-old idea, to the spiritual sense of being and of what Life includes. Thus the 
whole earth will be transformed by Truth on its pinions of light, chasing away the darkness of error. The 
human thought must free itself from self-imposed materiality and bondage. The Science of being 
reveals man and immortality as based on Spirit. 
SH 191:28-192:1 
The illusive senses may fancy affinities with their opposites; but in Christian Science, Truth never mingles 
with error. Mind has no affinity with matter, and therefore Truth is able to cast out the ills of the flesh. 
Mind, God, sends forth the aroma of Spirit, the atmosphere of intelligence. 
SH 295:11-15 
Mortals are not like immortals, created in God's own image; but infinite Spirit being all, mortal 
consciousness will at last yield to the scientific fact and disappear, and the real sense of being, perfect 
and forever intact, will appear. 
 
 


